


THE PROBLEM FOR CONSUMERS



CONSUMER TRENDS



Opening Questions

Who has used a third party lead 
generator?



BIG TECH



Facts About Lead Gen



Solutions
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To be trusted by every homeowner and 

business as the best solution and value for 

mechanical and electrical services by 

redefining the contractor-customer 

relationship

OUR VISION



LETS TALK GOOGLE
Get the facts



Top Ten Best Practices for Web Companies

• Look for a company that provides case studies and referrals - a quality digital firm will have a proven track record of success with 
past clients and should be able to provide you with contact information for some of their clients. If they don't - that could be a red 
flag.

• Be open about your overall goals as a company - communicate those goals to your digital firm to ensure all strategies are in place 
to reach those end goals

• Establish measurable KPI's (leads, calls, etc.) and stay focused on those - there is so much data out there so it's important to stay 
focused on what drives revenue for you

• Hold a monthly call or meeting - this helps to keep both parties accountable and on track

• Be as responsive as possible - the more feedback/information you provide your digital marketing firm the more focused/effective 
your campaigns will be

• Be open to new ideas - the digital marketing industry is always changing so just because something worked in the past doesn't 
mean it will work now. New ideas/strategies don't always mean having to spend more either!

• Be open to content - most people don't like a web page with a ton of content - but content is one of Google's top ranking factors 
and is the foundation of a quality SEO strategy. Work with your digital firm to develop a content strategy that works for everyone 
involved

• Keep digital firm up to date - if something new or exciting is happening with your company keep your digital firm up to date. They 
may have ideas on how to leverage those changes to improve your digital presence



https://ahrefs.com/blog/long-tail-keywords-research/





Attached are our reports. Highlights compared 
80.72% increase in total leads (unique calls, forms, chats)

•92.47% increase in unique phone calls
•41.44% increase in live chats
•95.56% increase in contact forms
•47.80% increase in visits
• 52.53% increase in organic traffic







Home Advisor
**We profile you on 142 search engines.. Here are just a few..

Google, Yahoo, Bing, Citysearch.com, AOL, Hire-contractors.com, Openlist.com, Theyarelocal.com, 1800-Contractors, Better 
homes and Gardens, This old house, Build.com, Improvement.net, Realtor.com , Mechantcircle, Openlist.com, Rateitall.com, 
Judysbook.com, Tree.com, USLBL.com, Whitepages.com, YahooLocal, Yellowbot, Geopage.com, DirectoryCentral, 
Switchboard.com, Locationary.com, Localbookmark.it, Hopstop.com, Superpages, InsiderPages.com, AmIVisible.org, 
AskYP.com, Google maps, Kudzu.com, Tupalo.com, Contractoreasy.com, Hire-contractors.com, Metalocal.com, 
Getitherenowonline.com, Gericarefinder &Google maps ETC..

**I build you a public profile page with all your company’s information.

Any requests that come over to you from ANY site that we profile you on is FREE of charge to you. This is what your membership 
covers.

NOTHING is charged to you until that comes back good.

After your approval I will give you a call and walk you thru your profile I will add your Logo and pictures along with ratings and 
reviews of customers of yours that will tell us that you do GREAT work. 

*No long term commitments or termination fee’s*





FACEBOOK – BUILD YOUR OWN TRIBE
Earn it









• By 2020, it’s predicted that over half the connected world will be 
making purchases online.1 Mobile is estimated to make up 34% of 
retail ecommerce in Brazil, 45% in the UK, 47% in the US, 63% in 
South Korea and an incredible 80% in India.1

• And while people will still shop in stores, tomorrow’s mobile 
momentum is already very palpable.



Convergent commerce

• People’s paths to purchase are more complex than ever. But there is also a 
unifying force across those journeys—people’s phones. And as the world spends 
more and more time with mobile devices, mobile will continue to grow as the 
place where discovery, consideration and purchase can all take place. And this 
convergence enables something remarkable: Shoppers will use mobile to 
condense—and even completely collapse—their journeys into a single, 
serendipitous moment in time. In fact, many already are.

• Shortcuts make shopping even speedier

• Nearly 1 in 4 US people surveyed say they use express (1-click) checkout on 
their phone.4

• And shoppers will increasingly find their need for speed met by mobile ads and 
content that allow people to discover—and purchase—new brands and products 
at the same time, in the same place. Many consumers will be able to experience 
their “journeys” as mere moments.



Messaging means m-commerce

• By 2020, 80% of smartphone users are projected to be using a mobile 
messaging app.14 But we can see people using messaging apps to 
pave new paths to purchase today. Customer service is just the tip of 
the iceberg when it comes to messaging apps—which are already 
demonstrating their ability to serve as one-stop shops and m-
commerce machines. And given that nearly 1 in 2 people surveyed in 
the US said they wish they could combine all their apps into one, 
there could certainly be appetite for conversational commerce to take 
on many of the tasks currently served by a multitude of other apps.15

https://www.facebook.com/iq/articles/more-than-a-message-messaging-means-business


Messaging moves commerce

Among people surveyed who message businesses:16

53% say they're more likely to shop with a 

business they can message.

And 67% plan to message businesses even more 

over the next two years.



Messenger means business

Each month on Messenger, people exchange over 

2B messages (both automated and people-

initiated) with over 20M businesses



Messaging from research to purchase

Many people who message businesses say messaging is their preferred 

way to engage when:16

Making a purchase 33%

Asking about store hours, location or inventory 33%

Making an appointment 34%

Providing feedback 30%



Marketer shifts
The difference between businesses that will fall to the wayside and those that will thrive in 2020 and beyond will be their ability to adapt, 
elevate products into services and harness measurement to fuel growth. Consider these thought-starters as you prepare for future success:

Capitalize on the collapsing funnel:
With shoppers seeking shorter journeys and marketers needing to accelerate conversions, the move towards a condensed path to purchase 
is a true win-win. Look to remove friction from your consumers’ journeys. Transform three steps into one-click checkout, unlock the power of 
messaging apps to help streamline consumers’ journeys, place “Buy” buttons where people might expect to find them and reimagine your 
ads as “targeted storefronts.”

Subscribe to a new model of loyalty:
Given that members of subscription ecommerce sites tend to spend significantly more than non-members,21the advantages of subscription 
services seem clear for both consumers and retailers. Consider where your business may be able to benefit from (and provide benefits to 
consumers) when it comes to the possibilities of subscriptions. But don't rest on your laurels. As new subscription businesses continue to pop 
up, you will want to stay in constant contact with your subscribers to keep them inspired by and connected to your brand.

Measure more to grow more:
With consumer attention more and more challenging to capture and the path to purchase spanning too many devices and touchpoints for 
cookies alone to be perfectly accurate, people-based measurement can help provide a more complete view of your customers. Measure 
actions taken online and offline, measure across channels and measure growth from impression to conversion—to make your media spend 
work harder and smarter, today and tomorrow.

https://www.facebook.com/business/products/messenger-for-business
https://www.facebook.com/business/learn/facebook-create-ad-collection
https://www.facebook.com/business/goals/drive-in-store-sales
https://www.facebook.com/business/measurement


OUR APP






